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Abstract
A computational model of rain erosion of wind turbine blades is presented. The
model is based on the transient fluid–solid coupled finite element (FE) analysis of rain
droplet/coating interaction and fatigue degradation analysis. The fatigue analysis of
the surface degradation is based on multiaxial fatigue model and critical plane theory.
The random rain fields are constructed computationally, and the estimated droplet
sizes are included in FE model to acquire a library of load histories. Subsequently, the
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resulted nonproportional multiaxial high cycle fatigue problem is solved to assess the
damage and lifetimes of the coatings. The approach can be used to design new coating systems withstanding longer service times.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

Wind energy plays a critical role in this journey for a cleaner world. One approach to improve efficiency and power production of wind turbines is
increasing the blade lengths. Longer blades lengths cover larger areas during rotation, which in turn increases the capacity and total potential production. For the wind turbine blades with the size of 75 m, the tip speed reaches 80 m/s.1 However, one of the main constraints in such a development is the leading edge erosion, which plays an especially critical role for high tip speeds and can dramatically reduce blade performance
particularly in the high-speed rotor tip region.2,3 Leading edge erosion is surface degradation and removal of surface coating as the result of recurring contact of the surface with natural elements such as rain, snow, hail, and sand. In other words, energy production stopped for replacement or
repair of damaged blades.4,5 These repair and maintenance costs, combined with significant production reduction as the result of increase in the
drag and decrease in the lift coefficient resulting from the erosion on the blades, present an imminent challenge.6–8
Interesting research has been conducted on the erosion of leading edges and their lifetimes.9–12 However, stronger protection is required to
increase the lifetime of the coatings in order to reduce aforementioned costs and delays. Therefore, the development of an efficient computational tool to assess the erosion lifetime of the coatings seems essential. However, erosion is a complex stochastic problem influenced by several
critical parameters. Parameters such material properties, coating configuration, manufacturing method, and environmental conditions should be
included in the model in order to attain proper results.
This paper presents a numerical methodology to estimate the erosion life and performance of coatings subjected to high-speed rain drops.
The influential parameters to achieve reliable results are investigated. The presented holistic regime includes developing rain fields, finite element
(FE) simulation of droplet impacts, and high cycle fatigue (HCF) calculations. Efficient connection of the mentioned numerical studies shapes a
powerful tool to study the erosion behavior of the candidate materials during their service time. Moreover, the presented numerical tool is essential to develop new coatings to withstand the severe conditions.
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S T A T E OF TH E A R T : M O D E L I N G O F L E A D I N G E D G E E RO S I O N

Several analytical and computational models of leading edge erosion have been developed, from good phenomenological formulas (water hammer,
damage threshold velocity; see Eisenberg et al.10,13) to complex multistep models11,12 including the full model chain from turbulent flow, real rain
statistics via the liquid impact,14 up to the fatigue damage studies.14
The main steps of leading edge erosion modeling include the evaluation of loading (rain density, droplet size distribution, dust, and flow
velocity), modeling of impact contact between droplet/particle and surface (pressure on the surface, time, deformation and damage initiation;
wave distribution, Rayleigh waves), and modeling of materials degradation over time (coating cracking, debonding, cracks in composite fatigue,
material loss, roughening of surface, estimation of lifetime).4,15
Many raindrop size distributions (DSDs) have been reported. The earliest paper on the size of raindrops backs to Laws and Parsons in
1943.16 The different developed DSD expressions try to describe the statistical distribution of falling drop sizes specifically by representing
the number of drops with a specific diameter in a unit volume of air.17,18 Some of the mostly used raindrop size parameterization are
lognormal,19 Weibull,20,21 exponential,22–24 and gamma distribution.25–27 Attaining a proper DSD at our interest area susceptible to erosion
means proper application of the variability of rainfalls on the targeted surface spatially and temporally in a statistical sense. Table 1 presents
different applicable DSD models and their distribution formulations. In the following studies, the distribution of rain droplets proposed by
Best28 will be used, following Amirzadeh et al.11
For the estimation of pressure on the coating, the analytical water hammer equation, linking pressure on the surface with the liquid impact
velocity and liquid density, is widely used.10
Also, more complex FE models of the raindrop contact and wave propagation in the coatings have been developed. Adler et al.29 used FE
analysis to simulate water droplet impacting thick compliant coatings. The deep craters development was observed in impacted polyurethane
coatings, which probably alters the evolving water drop shape. Further, it was shown that an impact by a single water droplet cannot initiate failure for polyurethane coating. Keegan and Stack30,31 used combined Eulerian/Lagrangian approach and Explicit Dynamics tool of the FE software
ANSYS, to simulate the stresses in composite and the evolution of the droplet shape. Cho32 used Lagrangian approach to model the liquid impact
and described thermodynamic states of the water by the Mie-Gruneisen equation. For the initial loading (first stage, the water drop behaves as a
compressible body), water hammer pressure was estimated. For the second stage, incompressible fluid behavior, Bernoulli's stagnation pressure
was used. Fraisse et al.33 developed a FE/Abaqus model of liquid (water) and solid (resin) impact into the coated laminate and studied internal
transient stresses. The target laminate was modeled using the commonly used Eulerian domain. Water droplet specified in the Lagrangian domain,
where the material was not fixed to the mesh but flew through it. It was observed that at the beginning (transient stage of the impact), the highest
stress is localized under the contact surface; at the quasi-static stage, the high-stress region forms in the depth under the surface. For the fatigue
damage and degradation of the coatings, again, there is a rather well-justified analytical/phenomenological approach10 and also a number of computational FE models.
Best28 modeled interface delamination, using a cohesive zone model of coating–substrate interface. In Amirzadeh et al.11 fatigue damage at a
given point was calculated as a superposition of damages from individual raindrops. The Miner-Palmer fatigue rule and the rainflow counting were
used, and the damage accumulation was calculated as proportional to time. Slot et al.34 presented a surface fatigue model as a removal of particles
detached by fatigue arising from cyclic stress variations. Again, the Miner-Palmer fatigue rule and cumulative fatigue damage equation was used.
Generally, the models should include both the scenario and mechanisms of wind turbine blade degradation (in this case, rain), materials aspects
(viscoelastic and damping properties of coatings, in this case), and structural task (fatigue failure of the coating, debonding). In Mishnaevsky
Jr. et al.35 the critical effect of defects (heterogeneities, particle, and voids available) in the coatings on the leading edge erosion was demonstrated. A computational model of coatings with voids and defects was presented, based on the Lagrange-Eulerian description of the droplet
impact. A statistical model of erosion taking into account both the void effect and the polyurethane coating structure is developed in
Mishnaevsky Jr. et al.36 Douagou-Rad and Mishnaevsky Jr.37 also developed 3D computational model of drop impact including the effect of
surface roughness, voids, and the droplet shapes. The authors demonstrated that the smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) model of droplet
TABLE 1

Raindrop size distribution models
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ensures quicker simulation as compared with the Lagrange-Eulerian description of the droplet. The procedure of numerical modeling of rain
erosion was in rather general form proposed by Amirzadeh et al.11,12 The authors of this work follow this general concept.
In summary, one can notice that there exist a number of very strong and well-justified rain scenarios and models of droplet/coating interaction. In this paper, the model for the simulation of erosion as multiaxial fatigue degradation and corresponding software is developed.

3 | C O M P U T A T I O NA L M O DE L : DR O P LE T DI S T R IB U T I O N , D R O P L E T / C O A T I N G C O N T A C T
MODEL, AND STRESS FIELD
The droplet/coating contact simulations were conducted using the commercial FE code ABAQUS explicit. All other computational tasks were
performed using MATLAB 2019a.

3.1

|

Rain field: Distribution of droplets

In order to construct rain fields for the selected DSD model, certain parameters should be known, including maximum included size of the droplet,
rain intensity, speed, rain duration, and the distribution model. The combination of the area of investigation, blade tip speed, and duration of the
study together constructs the volume of the study. For instance, if the area of interest on the blade is a square of 1 × 1 m2 and the tip speed and
rain duration are respectively 100 m/s and 10 s, the height of cube would be 1000 m with 1-m2 cross sections perpendicular to the rain flow
direction. According to the selected distribution model, the number of droplets in this volume was determined. Subsequently, the distribution of
the droplet sizes was acquired by fitting the sizes to their probability. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of the droplet sizes for the rain intensity
of 10 mm/h in a period of 10 s, generated with Best distribution.
The droplets sizes were uniformly distributed in the volume of investigation. Therefore, the coordinates of each droplet with the assigned
diameter were achieved. Dividing the height of each droplet coordinate over the tip speed also led to recognition of the contact times. Therefore,
the coordinates of all droplets and the corresponding incident times and diameters were attained and saved to be used in the following steps.

3.2

|

Droplet/coating interaction model

In order to conduct computational experiments on the coatings, 3D computational models were constructed. Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL)
method was used to solve fluid–solid interactions, following Amirzadeh et al.11,12 The Eulerian–Lagrangian contact formulation is based on an
enhanced immersed boundary method where solid part fills the void regions within the fluid domain. The contact algorithm automatically computes and tracks the interface between the Lagrangian structure and the Eulerian materials. Sensitivity analyses showed that on the basis of the
size of the droplets, element size equals to 0.02 of the smallest droplet radius should be used at the initial incident area of the solid–liquid interface plane. Moreover, the box edges should be at least 10 times larger than the maximum radius of the droplet in order to capture a reliable full
impact stress fields spatially and temporally. In order to capture the peak stresses and strains accurately, the first 10% of the contact period
should be recorded in at least 10 steps.
Eight-node brick elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) were used as the coating layers and substrates. Moreover, one-way infinite
eight-node linear elements (CIN3D8) were used on the lateral surfaces in order to avoid any reflection and interaction of stress waves from the
boundary. Boundary conditions were also implemented on the bottom edges of these external faces. The general design of the models is
described in detail in Douagou-Rad and Mishnaevsky Jr.37
In addition, fluid fields were meshed using 3D eight-node elements (EC3D8R). It is also noteworthy to mention that similar sizes of elements
were used in contacting both coating surface and droplets.
Representative volume elements (RVEs) of the coating systems were constructed using the FE method in order to simulate the complex
behavior of the coatings under rain droplet impacts.
The viscoelastic properties of the studied polymeric coating were determined from the performed dynamic mechanical (DMA) experiments37
(figure 3 of Douagou-Rad and Mishnaevsky Jr.37). The DMA experiments were performed on a double shear specimen using a METTLER DMA
(METTLER TOLEDO, USA). The extracted Prony series viscoelastic parameters from the DMA curves were used as input in the viscoelastic model
in ABAQUS. Moreover, the performed uniaxial tensile experiment results were fitted into a Marlow hyperelastic model in order to capture the
variation of stiffness with the undergoing strains. The stiffness of the elastic phase was used as the properties of the infinite elements. Both coatings and water were also considered nearly incompressible. The linear Us-Up Hugoniot form of the Mie-Grüneisen equation with the sound speed
of 1450 m/s was used as the water equation of state.16,19 The water density and viscosity were considered 998.2 kg/m3 and 0.001 Pa/s,
respectively.
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F I G U R E 1 Droplet dimeter distribution for the rain intensity of 10 mm/h in a period of 10 s [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of the droplet shape changes and the resulting displacement fields. The duration of an incident equals to
(Droplet diameter)/(Blade speed). For instance, this period becomes 10 μs for 1-mm diameter droplets hitting a blade tip with 100-m/s velocity.
The maximum deformations resulting from such impact perpendicular to the surface are in the order of micrometers and retain their initial state
sharply.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of shear, normal stresses, and strains as a function of distance from the impact area. One can see the clear
peaks at the contours of droplet/surface contact area. It can be therefore expected that the damage can be initiated at these sites, leading to surface damage and eventually to cone, Hertzian cracks. In reality, this is not always the case, as shown in Mishnaevsky et al.35,36 where it was
observed that the damage starts very often from large defects in the coatings.
Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of peak stress and strain as a function of time following the initial contact. One can see the drastic
reduction of local stresses during 1–2 μs after the impact and then a slow reduction til 6 μs, with a quick drop afterward. Thus, the interaction
with other droplet fields is to some degree possible til 6 μs after the impact. It is noteworthy to mention that the observed peaks depend on several interacting parameters including stiffness and viscoelastic properties of the surface. As it is shown in Figure 3C, the maximum strain rates
reach to order of >104. Withstanding these high strain rates presents additional challenges to achieve reliable results, especially in the realm of
polymeric materials where their properties vary significantly as the function of strain rates. Moreover, acquiring the required properties at high
strain rates from the experiments is so expensive, challenging, unreliable, and sometimes impossible.38 Therefore, mechanical properties are usually estimated through extrapolation of the acquired DMA results.
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F I G U R E 2 Contact interaction between droplet and the corresponding displacement fields within the coating [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F I G U R E 3 Evolution of (A) maximum von Mises stress, (B) maximum principal strain, and (C) strain rates during an impact [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.3

|

Mapping spatial and temporal evolution of stress and strain

In order to determine the load history of each point of the coating either on or below the surface, the following simulations were carried out. The
rain field based on the impact speed and rain intensity has been replicated through the DSD models.
Rain droplet simulations showed that the stress waves decay in less than 1 ms.37 The numerical simulation of the rain fields11,37 showed that
an area of 100 mm2 under the rain intensity of 100 mm/h would see around 10 number of droplets during a sampling period of 10 s. Therefore, it
can be confidently deduced that no two consecutive droplets overlap each other. This conclusion has an important influence on the further analyses, because all the achieved stress and strain values from the FE simulations could be superpositioned. As there is no interaction between the
resulting waves from the incidents, each of the droplets could be studied separately, and the results are summoned and superpositioned according
to their distance and time from the interest point.
Following the construction of the rain field, a sampling time is chosen. Therefore, a variation of the droplet sizes is achieved. This is the point
where the constructed rain fields and FE simulations are connected in order to achieve the load history of each location of the coating under the
desired period of time. In order to obtain the desired span of stress and strain through time, an interest point is chosen firstly. Subsequently, all
the droplets that have influence on the state of the desired point are recognized and recorded. The area of influence was selected as circle with
the radius as 10 times the largest droplet in the rain field, and all the temporal and spatial states of the droplets that fell in that region were
recorded and superpositioned through the sampling period. The resulting stress and strain values of the marked droplets are summed through
time. Figure 4 presents the spatial distribution of the stress and strain at one single time frame. The graphs show the range of influence of the
selected droplet at every single time through the sampling period.
As described above, the stress and displacement waves decay in less than 1 ms. Therefore, all the state of stress and strain around each droplet should be recorded explicitly. In other words, stress and strain values for all integration points and at defined time steps are transferred to
MATLAB. For instance, when a droplet with the size of 1 mm hits the interest point with the distance of 1.5 mm, it is known that our desired point
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F I G U R E 4 Distribution of (A) shear stress, (B) normal stress, (C) shear strain, and (D) normal strain variation as a function of distance from the
contact area [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

is affected by this contact. In fact, the starting and ending points of this influence accompanied with the directions and magnitudes are available.
Figure 5 shows the constructed rain field as a function of time and rain intensity, as well as the distribution all of the impact locations on the surface. The rain field was obtained using the Best model as the droplet diameter variations. The 3D representation of the rain is constructed on the
basis of the aforementioned input parameters (see Figure 5A). In addition, the 2D outlook of the constructed box provides all the droplet contact
points through the sampling time (see Figure 5B). This 2D picture is used to map all the droplets that have influence on the interest point for the
damage calculation (see Figure 5C).
Following the described procedure, the stress and strain of all the points on top and below the surface are calculated. Achieving these histories enables us to calculate the lifetime of the coatings.

4
4.1

N O N P R O P O RT I O N A L M U L T I A X I A L F A T I G U E M O D E L O F R A I N E R O S I O N

|
|

Erosion as a fatigue problem

In order to predict the erosion life of the coatings, the erosive damage is considered an HCF problem. It usually takes millions of droplet
impact influences to initiate the erosion in the coatings. Therefore, the erosion of the coatings could be regarded as an HCF problem.11,12,39
However, as described above, the area of the influence following the droplet impact is under the longitudinal and transverse waves of stress
and displacement. Furthermore, the attained load histories from the superposition of stress and strain fields from a sampled rain scenario
reflected the nonproportional aspects of this multiaxial state where the loadings from droplets cause a change in principal stress directions and
principal stress ratio in time. Therefore, the erosion is a random nonproportional multiaxial HCF case that reflects the complexity of the problem. Although life prediction methods in the realm of uniaxial loading are established,40,41 multiaxial variable amplitude loading, especially when
the loadings are nonproportional, still needs more investigations.42,43 In fact, multiaxial fatigue is a challenge due to the presence of a combination of interconnecting parameters including multiaxial stress state, nonproportional loading, and directional characteristics of materials and the
fatigue process.44

8
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F I G U R E 5 (A) Rain field as a function of time and rain intensity constructed using the Best model with varied droplet diameters.
(B) Distribution all of the impact locations on the surface during the sampling period. (C) Selecting an interest point and superposition of the
influencing stress fields [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.2

|

Cycle counting

Fatigue analyses require a description of the cycle count of a load sequence. Different methods such as level crossing, peak, range, and rainflow
counting have been developed for this purpose.45 Among the counting methods, rainflow counting captures the aspects the loading spectra more
elaborate.46 Following the counting, all segments of the load signal are counted as cycles, and a corresponding rainflow cycle exists for every peak
in the original sequence 56. The ASTM standard47 was implemented as function in MATLAB.
Figure 6 presents the history of different components of stress and strain through the sampling period. The achieved load histories open the
path to calculate fatigue damage according to different HCF methods.
Figure 7 shows an example of the absolute principal stress cycles and the corresponding rainflow histogram.

4.3

|

Nonproportional multiaxial fatigue

Although different engineering problems are subject to multiaxial fatigue damage, their correct assessment is still challenging.48 The fatigue calculations in these loading scenarios involve the reduction of the complex multiaxial state of stress into an equivalent parameter. However, the
applied reduction criteria cannot be verified for the problem with the specific loading, material, and geometry aspects.49 Different multiaxial
fatigue models that have considered the damage problem from different perspectives have been developed. These models can be classified into
three main subcategories, namely, equivalent stress, critical plane, and stress invariant-based models.
Equivalent stress methods are popular in the industry for fatigue assessment because of their simplicity, speed, and being conservative. The
equivalent stress models generate one equivalent parameter from the full stress tensor. However, the effect of loading direction is eliminated in
this process. Among these models, von Mises theory neglects the compressive components of stress in a loading cycle. The “signed von Mises”

DOAGOU-RAD ET AL.

FIGURE 6
com]
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Strain and stress loading history as the result of the superpositioning impacts [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

F I G U R E 7 Example of the absolute principal stress cycles and the corresponding rainflow histogram [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
model is an attempt to correct this drawback by application of the principal stress direction, which complicates the calculations. Furthermore,
“Absolute Maximum Principal Stress” model correlates multiaxial test data by means of the static yield criteria, maximum normal stress theory. An
equivalent uniaxial stress history is produced from principal stresses, and the sign of the equivalent stress at a time is the sign of the absolute

10
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maximum principal stress. Although equivalent stress methods provide estimations that are in good agreement with test data for proportional
loading, experimental studies show that they fail to account the direction of nonproportional loading and the effects of shear and tensile stresses
on fatigue life. In order to cope with nonproportional loading and also considering physical mechanisms of fatigue crack initiation, the critical plane
approach was used.44,50
The critical plane models are based on the idea that fatigue damage accumulates on a specific plane in the material, denoted the “critical
plane.” The damage parameter is a linear combination of shear stress and normal stress, acting on the critical plane. If applied correctly, these
models are usually less conservative than the equivalent stress models. However, the determination of the critical plane often poses difficulties
for the specialists.
Critical plane theories involve calculation of mean and alternating values of shear and normal stresses on every material plane to find the maximum value of a proposed damage parameter. This task could be achieved by successful coordinate transformations of the stress state and the
plane where the damage parameter is maximized and subsequently is called the critical plane. In other words, the target plane is rotated in all
three directions using the Euler angles, and damage is calculated on all of those rotated planes. The subsequent comparison of the acquired damage indexes reveals the maximum damage in the domain, and the corresponding plane recognized as the critical plane.
The linear damage accumulation rule, that is, “Palmgren-Miner” hypothesis, is used to predict lifetime of the coatings subjected to the discussed loadings.51,52 “Palmgren-Miner” sum does not describe accumulation of physical damage, but the target is to estimate how many of the
loading “blocks” can be applied before failure that is defined using experimental S-N curves occurs. One should keep in mind that the associated
limitations of Palmgren-Miner hypothesis such as (i) being linear, (ii) neglecting potential effect of loading sequence, and (iii) being stress
independent.

4.4

Mean stress correction

|

The fatigue life of the coatings under the service loadings (i.e., rain droplets) depends on the amplitude of stress or strain acting in the component,
but it is also influenced by the mean values of stress. In multiaxial fatigue, mean shear stress influence on the fatigue strength is normally considered in the calculations if the applied maximum shear stress is below the shear yield stress. However, the mean normal stress influences the
fatigue strength explicitly, and the relationship between the fatigue strength and the static stress is assumed linear while the nominal maximum
stress in a cycle is less than the yield strength.53,54 Different relationships are applied to account for the influence of the mean stress on the material fatigue strength wherein the amplitude of the applied cyclic stress is correlated with the mean value by using either the yield or the ultimate
stress. The formulation of some of these empirical relationships, namely, Gerber, Dietman, Goodman, Soderberg, and elliptical relationships, are
summarized in Table. 2.54,55
As the mean and amplitude values of the stress are achieved for each cycle through rainflow cycle counting, the mean stress influence is
addressed by using one of the mentioned relationships. Therefore, the experimental fatigue test results could be used for the life assessment of
the coatings during their service time.

5

R E S U L T S O F SI M U L A T I O N S A N D V A L I D A T I O N

|

5.1

|

Damage calculation

In order to investigate the influence of the damage model on the fatigue damage assessments, three models, namely, signed von Mises, Absolute
Maximum Principal Stress, and critical plane, were applied within the modeling scheme. Figure 8 illustrates the damage index distribution on the
surface and depth predicted by the models. This damage mapping method allows predicting how the areas below the top surface are performing.
Analyzing such figures can lead to the answer on the question on whether or not the coating is in the critical stage. In fact, as the time histories of
TABLE 2


The mean stress correction formulations

 
σ amplitude n
þ
σ∞

f σσmean
UTS

m

¼1

n

m

f

Soderberg

1

1

σ UTS=σ

Goodman

1

1

1

Gerber

1

2

1

Dietman

2

1

1

Elliptical

2

2

1

Note: σ UTS, σ Y, and σ ∞ are ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, and fully reversed axial fatigue limit, respectively.
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F I G U R E 8 Damage on the surface based on (A) absolute principal stress, (B) signed von Mises, and (C) critical plane model. Moreover,
damage through the depth based on (D) absolute principal stress, (E) signed von Mises, and (F) critical plane model [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the entire elements on and below the surface are already available, the damage could be assessed using the “Palmgren-Miner” summation.11,12
The only difference is that different ranges of cycles are calculated through rainflow counting according to the applied fatigue model. As it can be
noticed from the plotted damaged surfaces, the estimated damage using signed von Mises and absolute maximum principal stress models are one
order of magnitude higher than the critical plane model. In other words, the two aforementioned models are too conservative for many
applications.
Moreover, the fatigue damage evolution could be studied through the history of loading. Figure 9 presents how the fatigue damage is progressing through time. Therefore, by selection of each point on the model, the damage progress could be assessed. Acquiring such curves allows
for extrapolating the results linearly to find the damage life of the desired coatings. When the damage index equals to 1.0, it is assumed that the
structure has failed as the result of fatigue.
In order to investigate the influence of wind turbine blade speed (operation) and rain intensity (environment), a series of numerical investigations was performed on a sample coating. The damage on the surface and through the thickness was estimated by implementing the introduced
critical plane model in the modeling regime.
A rain field with different intensities, namely, 1, 3, 6, and 10 mm/h for a duration of 10 min, was constructed (more than 150,000 droplets).
The contact (leading edge) speeds of 50, 100, 150, and 200 m/s were also included in the performed modeling. The damaged surfaces were plotted within a random window of 10 × 10 mm2 on the coating systems. Figure 10 presents the estimated damage rates as the function of rain intensity and blade leading edge speed. As it can be noticed from the plot, the rate of damage increases notably at higher blade speeds. Our performed
FE contact simulations also showed that increasing the impact speed from 150 to 200 m/s leads to 35% increase in the peak stress values. In fact,
at very high blade speeds, a few adjacent droplets could initiate damage. One might call this phenomenon a low cycle fatigue, instead of HCF.
Through the described simulations, a unique damage plot could be achieved for any installed coatings. Therefore, optimum speed could be
selected to achieve the highest protection rate and avoid the damage to the mounted coatings simultaneously.

5.2

|

Validation

Furthermore, the reliability of the performed simulations was studied with the comparison of the achieved results with the experimental data in
the literature. Experimental rain erosion tests have shown the radical influence of droplet impact speeds on the mass loss of the coatings.56–59

12

FIGURE 9
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Damage evolution on the surface as the function of time [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 1 0 Damage rates
versus blade speed and rain
intensity [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Tobin et al.'s59 experiments showed that increasing the contact speed from 180 to 225 m/s changes the coating performance drastically.
Although no erosion was noticed under 180 m/s impacts, the coating specimen lost more than 140 mg under 225 m/s after 20 min of experiments. Siddons et al.57 reported a wastage map including the measured mass loss and the impingement velocity. Their experiments showed that
mass loss increases from 5 mg to more than 100 mg by increasing the contact velocity from 30 to 60 m/s. Busch et al.58 also showed that increasing the contact speed negatively affects the performance of polymeric and metallic surfaces against erosion. They showed that increasing the contact velocities from 150 to 200 m/s leads to the loss of nearly 60% of initial weights of polymethylmethacrylate specimens within 12 minutes.
Similar results were also achieved by conducting the presented simulation regime, where the damage is magnified after certain contact speeds
(see Figures 10 and 11). The achieved results were also compared with the eroded surface of the wind turbine leading edges under service loads
in Figure 11. In fact, the conducted simulations resulted into comparable patterns of damage to the observed eroded leading edge surfaces. Moreover, the influence of leading edge speed on the damage and their corresponding patterns is depicted.

F I G U R E 1 2 Comparison of the performed simulations with the Siemens model: influence of (A) leading edge velocity and (B) rain intensity
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 1 1 Estimated damage on the leading edge with (A) 50, (B) 100, and (C) 150 m/s speed. (D, E) The eroded surfaces of the coating
under the service loads on the field [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Furthermore, the results were compared with the presented experiments and modeling by Eisenberg et al.10 Figure 12 illustrates a comparison between the damage estimated by the described simulation regime in this paper and the empirical/theoretical Siemens model. Although there
are major differences in the implemented methodologies by the two studies, the results were comparable. Eisenberg et al. used the erosion
strength derived from their performed rain erosion tests, whereas in the implemented modeling regime, the standard fatigue experimental results
are used. Moreover, in contrast to the performed FE simulations in this study, the pressure imposed on the surface resulting from droplet impacts
are calculated from water hammer equation.10 However, this pressure is calculated through the underlying assumption in deriving the theoretical
equations wherein the impacting droplet is replaced by a liquid cylinder. Comparison of the estimated damage rates also reveals interesting findings. The implementation of the introduced simulations regime indicates less sensitivity to the rain intensity. However, it shows the critical influence of blade tip speed on the damage rate.

6

|

C O N CL U S I O N S

A holistic simulation regime to assess the erosion life of the coating system subjected to high-speed rain droplet impacts was developed and
implemented. In order to investigate the erosion performance of the coatings, several interacting parameters were investigated. The modeling
regime included several consecutive steps, namely, rain field construction, FE droplet impact calculations, and nonproportional multiaxial HCF
damage studies. Establishment of a proper connection between the influential elements led to a powerful erosion investigation tool, which could
be used to design new durable coatings. This paper attempted to reveal the challenges and considerations that should be accounted to achieve
reliable results. In essence, a reliable and realistic tool is introduced that enables life assessment of the available coatings leading to major cost
reduction in inspection and maintenance of the available coatings. Moreover, the new durable protection systems could be designed, resulting
into the increase of blade speeds and production rates.
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